From war zones to boardrooms, New York-born and
London-based Rupal Patel has often been the only
woman in ultra-high-octane, Alpha-male environments.
After a thrilling career at the CIA, she started her first
six-figure business from scratch almost 10 years ago.
Combining the business savvy gained along the way
with her CIA training, she now helps startup founders,
corporate leaders, and innovation-focused organizations
think bigger, lead better, and be bolder.
Leveraging her Ivy-League education, MBA degree,
and CIA training, Rupal combines industry-leading
theory with tactical experience to engage everyone
from boardroom executives to bootstrapping founders.
Rupal’s work on identity-driven leadership helps new
and seasoned leaders delve deep into their identity
so they can leverage their unique strengths, uncover
blindspots, and become better, more effective, and
more fulfilled in the process. Her powerful perspectives
on resilience, adaptability, mindset, and growth are
invaluable for teams, leaders, and change-makers who
want unconventional insights to help them think bigger,
lead better, and be bolder.
Rupal has been called a “power woman” by Harper’s
Bazaar, been appointed Entrepreneur in Residence at
London Business School, and is currently working on a
book titled From CIA to CEO.
If you are looking for a speaker who can drive you and
your team to unleash your potential, help you develop
an indomitable mindset, show you how to elevate
your performance, and arm you with unique tools and
practical, tactical suggestions to grow and thrive, look
no further than Rupal.
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Identity-Driven Leadership
Tactical Ignorance
Growth Mindset & Thinking Bigger
Tenacity & Adaptability
High-Pressure Performance
Authentic Visibility
Speaking Truth to Power
Getting Comfortable with Discomfort
Mastering the Art of the Possible

Features and Press
Feature in Harper’s Bazaar
Profile in Leadership Gazette,
Leaders of the Future

Connect with Rupal
www.rupalypatel.com | rupal@entreprenora.co.uk | YouTube Channel | Booking Agent | LinkedIn

